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a tying Stitch, and Severing the threads at a
This invention relates to thread-suturing of ing
Substantial distance from the last stitch.
flesh wounds resulting either from accidental or
In one utilization of the proposed method of
Surgical causes and it has for a primary object to
suturing, the two threads are additionally locked
provide a new and improved method of suturing
together at the center at the outer face of the
and a simple and practical instrument for carry
Wound and Overlie the same thereby to give added
ing out that method.
to the seam and better to hold the oppo
Several methods of suturing wounds are known strength
Site marginal portions of the Would aligned and
in the art of surgery. Among these, one which in
contact with each other.
has been commonly employed consists in passing O The
means provided for practicing the above
through the flesh, at opposite sides of the wound,
described
method comprises a hand
a curved needle having, in the butt end thereof, carried andlock-stitch
hand-manipulated instrument which,
an eye Carrying a Suitable suture-thread. After
in its preferred form, includes a support having a
the needle has been passed through the flesh that
handle, a spool of suture-thread carried by said
end of the Suture Which projects from the flesh at 15 support,
a curved eye-pointed suture-carrying
the side of the wound at which the needle enters
needle carried by the support and adapted to
is tied With the portion projecting from the fiesh
have the eyed end thereof passed into and out
at the opposite side of the wound, thereby con
of the flesh at opposite sides of the Wound, and
pleting the stitch, after which the suture is
a shuttle mechanisin including a Suture-carrying
Severed between the wound and the needle.
also carried by the Support and adapted
That method, Which requires a considerable 20 bobbin,
to COOperate With the needle-Sulture in the forma
amount of skill, has been both slow and tedious
tion of lock-stitches.

but has been used almost universally for the Want

of a better method and means with which to
practice the same.

This invention has as an object to provide a,
method of suturing wounds which to practice will.
not require a great amount of skill; which Will
he materially faster than that heretofore used;
Which Will be less tedious; which will obviate the
necessity of hand manipulation of the suture
thread to lock the stitches; in which the various
Stitches will be connected together; and in which
the suture extending from one stitch to the next
Will Overlie the wound and assist in holding the

Opposite marginal portions thereof in alignment
and in contact with each other.

Drawings depicting the improved method of
suturing wounds, and means for practicing that
method have been annexed as a part of this dis

closure and in said dra Wings,
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are perspective views of
my improved lock-stitch Surgical stitching in
strument illustrating its various stages of use
when practicing the method of suturing Wounds
in accordance with the present invention.
Fig. 6 is a plan view of the instruinent shown
in FigS. 1 to 5.
Fig. 7 is a plan view of a portion of the needle
and shuttle supporting shaft showing particu

larly a shuttle-controlling cam-groove therein.

One phase of the present improved method
CCmprises the suturing of wounds by means of two
threads, one of which is first passed inwardly and
thence outwardly through the flesh at opposite

Fig. 8 is a needle-end elevation of the instru

of the finishing end of the seam against loosening
Or ravelling by making two stitches through the
Sane or closely adjacent punctures, thereby form

locking means for the needle-Suture Spool.
Fig. 13 is a horizontal section on the line 3-3
of Fig. 8, showing needle-clamping means.

ment showing, in full and dotted lines, different
positions of the shuttle mechanism relative to the
40 cooperating needle.
Fig. 9 is a transverse section on the line 9-9
sides of the Wound and the other of which is
of Fig. 6, showing a shuttle-controlling can
interlocked with the first to form a locked stitch. groove and its cooperating follower.
By repeating this operation at spaced intervais
Fig. 10 is a transverse section in the line - )
along the Wound, with the threads extending of Fig. 6, illustrating a detent mechanism for re
from One Stitch to the next, the wound will be taining the shuttle mechanism in an out-of-the
closed by a two thread lock-stitch seam.
Way position relative to the needle.
The beginning end of the seam may be pre
Fig. 11 is a vertical section on the line of Fig. 6, showing locking means for the Spool
Vented from loosening or ravelling by the tying
a supply of needle-suture.
together of the two threads before the making of 50 carrying
12 is a disassembled perspective VieW of
the first stitch. The improved lock-stitch method theFig.principal
elements of the Supporting and
of Suturing Wounds also provides for the securing
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Fig. 14 is a transverse section on the line 4-4
of Fig. 6, showing means for supporting the

shank of the needle. A screw 3 threaded into

shuttle mechanism on its shaft.

Fig. 15 is an enlarged side elevation, partly in
section, of tine shuttle nechanism.
Eig. 6 is an enlarged longitudinal Wertical Sec
tion on the line 3-5 of Fig. 6.

Fig. 17 is an enlarged horizontal sectional view
of a portion of the shuttle mechanism showing,

more pairticularly, Inleaias for hoiding the shuttle
against rotary and endwise incVenent in its
holder and for locking the boilbin against irota
tion in the Shuttle.

O

Fig. 18 is a disassembled perspective view of
the shuttle-holder, the shuttle and the bobbin.

5

Figs. i. 9 and 20 ale views illustrating one in
proved suturing Sean which irray be made by
the improved suturing instrunnent.
Fig. 20 is a view illustrating one form of tying
Stitch for tying-off the finishing end of a
20
suturing sealin.
Fig. 2 is a view illustrating another in proved

the arm 3 has its head overlying the needle-re
ceiving slot 6 and Serves as a locating abutinent
for the Shank ka of the needle. A Suture-guiding
channel 8 is fored in the clamp-jaw 5 to di
rect a Suture-thread in from a source of supply
to a groove formed in the outer convex portion of
the blade of the needle and leading to the needle
eye 4 in the pointed end thereof.
Fixed to the shaft 2 intermediate its ends, as
by means of a collar a secured by screws b, is
a Spocl-cai'iying arm formed at its free end
as a disk c. Secured to the disk is a spool
holding casing 2 adapted to receive and hold a
Spool i3 carrying the needle Sulture in. The Sui

ture is wound on the spool i3 and extends out

Wardly through an aperture S28 in the casing and
thence to the upper end of the suture-guiding
channel 9 in the needle-clamping jaw 5. Slid

ingly mounted in an aperture id formed cen
trally of the disk ic is a spool-supporting pin
(4 having projecting from opposite sides thereof
suturing seam which may be produced by the
the
opposite ends of a cross-pin 5 normally
instruinent and another form of tying stitch fo:
seated in notches lie formed in one face if of
tying off the finishing end of a suturing seam. 25 the
disk c adjacent the aparture d. The
: Fig. 22 is an enlarged transverse section on
spool 3 is provided with a central bore 3 adapt
the line 22-22 of iFig. 2 illustrating the Secur
ed to fit upon one end of the pin it with the
ing action of a tying Stitch made at the compe
inner flange 6 of the spool in contact with the
tion of a suturing seann.
if of the disk. C and adjacent the cross
Figs. 23 and 24 are perspective views of the 30 face
pin
5.
A nut A (Fig. 11) threaded on One end
front end portion of the improved instrument
$48, of the pin Sá, contacts with the outer fiange
illustrating the nanne' in which it is manipu
6a of the spool 3 and prevents relative axial
lated in taking the Sean illustrated in Fig. 21.
movement between the spool and the Spool-pin
Fig. 25 is a perspective view of a modified for in
24. The opposite end of the pin 4 projects
of suturing instrument adapted for forming indi 35 through
the arm and has threaded thereon
vidual Suturing stitches and also for forming a
a cup-nut 3 which receives one end of a coin
plurality of connected suturing stitches in the
pression spring 3 Surrounding the pin 4 be

nature of a chain-stitch Seam.
Figs 26, 27 and 28 are views illustrating various
forms of suturing operations adapted to be per

tween the nut 3 and the disk ic. This spring

normally urges the pin 4 axially in a direction

formed with the instrument, ill Strated in Fig. 25.

40 to cause the cross-pin 5 to be moved out of con

trated in Figs. to 3 inclusive, has been devel
oped primarily to practice the in proved lock
Stitch method of Slturing Wounds, as hereinbe
fore described, it is believed that the method and
the Cparation of the instrulinent in performining
the Saine can best be linkisrstood after having
first obtained an understanding of the structural
characteristics of the instruriaent.

rotation except when it is desired to draw suture
stud 29 projecting from the face of the disk

tact, With the spool 3 and seated in the not ghes
fe and to force the flange 6 of the spool into
contact with the adjacent face f of the disk .
Provision is made for locking the Spool against

While this surgical stitching instrument, illus

The institument comprises essentially a knurled
or otherWise rougheed handie adapted to be
grasped by the had of the operator; a shaft, 3
on which tha handle is secured; a needle-carry
iing arrin 3 Secured to and projecting laterally
from the shaft, ; a curved eye-pointed needle
secured to the arm 3, with the giane of the needle
normal to the longitudinal axis of the shaft; and

thread therefron. This provision comprises a.

: and a series of holes 3b formed in the flange
6 of the spool. 3. Under the influence of the

compression spring 9, the flange 6 of the spool
is forced into contact with the end of the stud

2) and therefore a slight rotation of the Spool

will cause one of the holes 3b, which substan
5

enter the hole and lock the spool against further
rotation.

a shuttle mechanism, designated generally as S,

supported from the shaft, 3 aird adepted to co
operate with the needie
the formation of
stitches. The needle, which has its center of

curvature substantially coincident, with the axis
of the shaft, is secured to the free end of the
arm 3 by means of 8, neadle-camp comprising

tially correspond in size and location to the stud,
to be aligned With the stud which thereupon Will

When it is desired to permit rotation of the
spool, so that suture-thread may be drawn there
from, the operator Will push downwardly on the
nut 8. This will cause the pin f4 to be moved
axially, in opposition to the compression Spring
A9, whereupon the cross-pin 5 will contact and
shift the spool axially and cause the hole f3.

6.5

to be disengaged from the stud 20 thereby un
locking the spool and permitting it to be rotated.

other side thereof into contact with the walls of
a, needle-refeiving slot, 3 fo; ined in the free end
of the arm. 3, theiavy 5 cal"ies a laterally pro
jecting pin which passes through a bore 3a 70
in the arrin S into an agertura 3b in which is lo
cated a needie-camp actuating nut 8 threaded
on the pin E. Rotation of the nut 8 forces the
jaW into and out of clainping contact with the 75

When pressure on the nut f8 is relieved the spool
Will again be moved into contact With the stud

an adjustable clanping 3a.Y7 3 giapted to engage

one side of the shank of the needle to force the

and the stud 2) will 1e-engage one of the holes
3b as above described.
The shuttle mechanism, which cooperates with
the needle in the formation of stitches, com
prises a shuttle-holder 2 having a trough-like
portion 22 carrying a shuttle 23 therein. The
shuttle-holder is supported on the shaft 2 for

3
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At certain times it is desirable to withdraw the
rectilinear and rotative-movement. The shuttle plunger
34 to release the bobbin so that a length
holder includes a sleeve 25 slidingly mounted on
the shaft 2 and having a laterally projecting bi

furcated arm 26 terminating in a split sleeve 27
which embraces a core element 2 a to Which
the portion 22 is secured as by a set-screw 2 lb
(see Fig. 16). A pinch screw 28 connecting the
two portions of the split arm 26 causes the sleeve
2 fictionally to grip the core element 28. A
pin 29 projecting laterally from the core element
fits between the opposed walls of the split sleeve
27 and positively prevents rotation of the element
in the sleeve.
The shuttle 23 is of the straight type and
has a pointed end 23 adapted to be projected
into a loop of suture-thread thrown out by the

of suture-thread may be pulled therefrom. To
effect such withdrawal of the plunger, the lever
35 has secured thereto a thumb-button 40 by
which the lever may be turned about its fulcrum
in opposition to the spring 38.
- As hereinbefore stated, the shuttle mechanism
is adapted to be rotated about the axis of the
0.

shaft 2 and also to be moved lengthwise thereof.
To facilitate these movements the sleeve 25 has

secured thereto by screws 4, a thumb-piece 4

needle 4. The shuttle is formed With a central

having a rear face 4 lb, a side face 4 and a front
face 4d, all later to be referred to.
During a portion of the operation of the in
strument, that is while the needle is being passed
through the flesh at opposite sides of the Wound,

bore into which is inserted a bobbin S carrying
a second Sulture-threads which, when the shuttle

elevated out-of-the-way position relative to the

23 and bobbin. 3) are projected through the loop :
of needle-suture thread n, cooperates therewith
in the formation of lock-stitches. To permit the
shuttle, and the bobbin carried thereby, to pass
completely through the loop of needie-suture,
the shuttle is retained in the trough-like portion
22 of the shuttle-holder by a latch 3 pivotally
mounted on a pin 32 carried by spaced ears 22
which project, laterally from the trough-like por

the entire shuttle mechanism is maintained in an

needle to give a better view of the wound and bet
ter access thereto. This position of the Shuttle
mechanism is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 and in full
lines in Fig. 8. Detent means is provided for

yieldingly holding the shuttle mechanism in its

out-of-the-way position. As shown most clearly
42 having a portion 42 slidingly fitted within

in Fig. 10 this detent means comprises a plunger

a transverse bore 42b in the shaft 2 and another

projecting therefrom and extending
tion 22. The latch 3 has at its free end, an off portion 42c
an aperture 42d in the sleeve fl of the
set portion 3 a which loosely fits within a notch : through
spool-carrying arm. . . A coil-spring 43 fitted
238 formed in the outer surface of the shuttle.
within the bore 42b, between the plunger 42 and
There is Sufficient clearance between the Walls
a stop-screw 44, normally forces the plunger out

of the notch and the portion 38 of the shuttle wardly to cause the rounded outer end thereof
retaining atch 3 to permit the needle-suture
enter the lower end of a bore 458 formed in
to pass therebetween. The latch 3 f is normally 3 to
a bushing 45 fitted within the thumb-piece 4,
maintained in its shuttle-holding : position by
thereby to prevent relative rotation between the
means of a locking screw 33 threaded through
thumb-piece (and the parts connected there
one of the ears 22 and having a reduced and
unthreaded end 33 adapted to enter- an aperture 40 with) and the shaft 2. An annular head 45
formed on the bushing 45 engages the rounded
3b in the latch 3. (See Figs. 15 and 18). When
end 4.2c of the plunger 42 and serves to depress
it is desired to remove the shuttle from the shuit
the plunger prior to the entrance of the end 42
tle-holder, the screw 33 may be unscrewed to
Withdraw the end 338 from the aperture 3b,
into
the the
boreneedle
458. 4 has been passed through the
After
and the latch 3i may be swung outwardly about
flesh the shuttle mechanism is swung downward
its pivot as shown in Fig. 18.
w
For a reason hereinafter to be explained, it is

desirable that, during the operation of the in
strument, the bobbin 39 normally be held against

rotation so that Suture-thread may not be pulled
therefrom. This has been attained by forming,
in the rear end of the bobbin, a transverse slot
38 (similar to a screw-driver Slot) and extend
ing tiereinto the for Ward flat and rounded end
3438 (see Figs. 16 and it) of a translatable but

non-rotatable plunger 34 slidingly mounted in a
bore 28 in the core element 2:8. At its rearward
end the plunger 36 is pivotally connected, at 33,
to a lever 35, fulcrumed at 33 between spaced
ears 3 projecting from the core element 2?. A
fiat spring 33, secured to an extension of the core
element by screws 3S has its free end 38 in pres
sure contact with the outer rounded Surface 35
of the lever 35 and thereby tends to swing the
lever counterclockwise as viewed in Figs. 15 and
16, thereby forcing the plunger 3á inwardly and
holding the forward end 338 thereof in the slot 30
in the bobbin. Contact of the upper portion of
the lever 35 with the rear end of the Core ele

ment 28, as shown at ac in Fig. 16, limits the in

ward movement of the plunger 34. Sufficient
clearance is provided between the end 34 of the
plunger 33 and the walls of the slot 30 in the
bobbin to permit the needle Suture loop to pass

therebetween as the shuttle is projected through
that loop.

ly into operative position relative to the needle
as shown in Fig. 3. This is effected by releasing
the detent 42 from the thumb-piece is and there
after rotating the thumb-piece, and the shuttle
mechanism connected therewith, about the axis
of the shaft 2. To effect release of the plunger 42
the thumb-piece. A has slidingly fitted therein,
in line with the plunger 42, a push-pin 46 which

normally rests upon the rounded outer end of

the plunger. A transverse pin 47, secured in the
thumb-piece and passing through the bushing 45
and a notch 46a formed in the side of the push
pin, holds the push-pin in place and permits end
Wise movement thereof. At its outer end the

push-pin has secured thereto a thumb-button 48

by means of which the pin may be depressed to
release the detent.

To the end that the shuttle nasechanism. Will

be given the proper movements rotatively about
the shaft 2 and lengthwise thereof to cause the
shuttle properly to cooperate with the needle to

form stitches, these movements of the shuttle
mechanism are controlled by a continuous cam
groove 49 formed in the outer periphery of the

70 shaft, (see Figs. 6, i and 9) and a cooperating

follower 30, carried by the thumb-piece 4 , which

tracks the cam-groove. This follower preferably
is formed as the lower reduced end of a Spring

plunger 5 slidingly fitted within a thimble 52

4
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secured within the thumb-piece 4. A coil-spring
Having passed the needle through the flesh as
53, Surrounding the reduced upper end of the
shown in Fig. 2 the operator next depresses the
plunger 5 and interposed between a shoulder thumb
button. 48, thereby releasing the detent

5a on the plunger and the closed upper end of
the thimble, serves to urge the follower 59 against
the bottom of the groove 49, thereby to produce
a slightly frictional resistance between the shaft
and the shuttle mechanism mounted thereon.

420, A5, and rotates the shuttle mechanism down

Wardly about the axis of the shaft, the follower
50 passing through the portion. A9 of the shuttle
controlling cann-groove 49. This rotation. Of the

mechanism, together with a slight back
This slight frictional resistance enables the op shuttlerotation
of the entire instrument on its lon
erator to have better control of the shuttle mech O Ward
gitudinal axis places the pointed end 233 of the
anism during the operation of the instrument.
23 in alignment with, but slightly behind,
The shuttle-directing cam-groove 69 consists shuttle
the
thread-loop
l thrown out by the needle 4.
of a plurality of portions each of which guides
Next the operator places his thumb against the
or controls the movement of the shuttle mecha
rear face 4 of the thumb-piece 4 , (as shown
nism during a portion of its entire stitch-form
in Fig. 3) and pushes forwardly thereon. This
ing cycle. Beginning with a portion 39 (see 5 moves
the shuttle mechanism forwardly or the
Fig. 7), in which the follower 50 is located prior
shaft
2
and projects the pointed end of the shut
to the beginning of a sewing cycle, the can
tle into the thread-loop l (as shown in Fig. 3).
groove comprises a circumferential portion 43, Continued
Ward movement cf the shuttle
a first forwardly extending straight portion 49, mechanism, for
under the influence of the operator's
a first helical portion 49d, a second straight por 20 thumb,
while the follower 59 tracks the straight
tion 49e, a first rear Wardly extending Straight
portion 53 of the shuttle-controlling cam-groove
portion : Si, a second helical portion 49e and a
69, projects the shuttle and the bobbin therein,
final rearwardly extending straight portion 49th allinost
through the needle thread loop
which terminates in the stop portion 49. As l. Stillcompletely
further
forward
movement of the shuttle
the follower 59 approaches the portion 49a, the . mechanism to the position
shown in Fig. 4 com
projecting head portion 45b, of the bushing 45,
pletes the projection of the shuttle and bobbin
carried - by the thumb-piece , , depresses the
through the loop land, as the follower 59 tracks
plunger 42 which thereafter Snaps into the bore
the
helical portion 49d of the cam-groove, the
45 and yieldingly retains the shuttle mechanisrin 30 shuttle
mechanism is given a combined endwise
in its retracted position.
and sidewise movement thereby drawing the
thread-loop l off the rear end of the shuttle and
Operation
laterally between the bobbin 39 and its rotation
The operation of the instrument, above de restrainer
34, whereupon the thread-loop is held
scribed, when suturing wounds by the seam shown 35 by the shuttle retainer latch 3. Next the op

in
Fig. 20 is illustrated by Figs. 1 to 5, inclusive,
and is as follows:

erator places his thumb on the front face

d of

the thumb-piece 41, (as shown in Fig. 5) and
draws rearwardly thereon. This retracts the

With the spool. 3 and bobbin 3G wound with
suitable suture-threads n and S, respectively, With
shuttle mechanism to its initial position, the
the thread in threaded through the thread-guide 40 follower
passing successively through the straight
0 and thence through the needle-eye and with portion 9, the helical portion 498 and the
the free ends of the two threads tied together as
Straight portion 49h of the shuttle-controlling
shown at t in Figs. 1, 2, 5 and 20 the operator
cam-groove 49 until it reaches its stop position
makes an initial stitch i beyond and across one
49. The thread-loop l is then temporarily and
end of the wound, designated as uy. This is 45 frictionally retained between the offset portion
effected by inserting the needle through the flesh
3 of the shuttle-retainer 3 and the side of
at opposite sides of the wound, projecting the the
shuttle 23, as shown in Fig. 5. Finally the
shuttle through a thread-loop cast Out by the
instrument
rotated reversely to withdraw the
needle, retracting the shuttle, withdrawing the needle fromisthe
flesh and moved bodily away
needle and thereafter tightening the Stitch by 50 from
the Wound to withdraw the loop l from the
bodily moving the instrument away from the shuttle-retainer
and to tighten the stitch.
wound, all as will hereinafter be described in Tightening of the stitch, by bodily movement of
detail. Thereafter by making a Succession of
the instrument, is possible because of the fact
stitches along the wound, each spaced from the that both the spool 3 and the bobbin 33 are then
last stitch, a continuous lock-stitch Seam will be 55 locked against rotation and therefore no thread
made drawing the flesh, at the opposite sides of
may be pulled therefron.
the wound, together into abutting relation aS in
As hereinbefore stated, this inventicin also con
dicated at v in Figs. 1, 2 and 22.
templates Suturing Wounds by a method which
Each Stitch is made in the following Inanner:
includes additionally interlocking the two suture
The operator, grasping the handle of the instru 60 threads at the outer face of the wound to give
ment as illustrated in dotted lines in Fig. 1, with
added strength to the seam and better to hold
the thumb against the side of the thumb-piece ,
the Opposite marginal portions of the wound
places the point of the needle on the flash ad
aligned and in contact with each other. This
jacent one side of the wound. Then by turning
method of suturing is illustrated in Fig. 21 in
the hand and rotating the instrument forwardly
Which the needle-suture in and the shuttle-su
substantially on its longitudinal axis, (pressure ture S are locked together below the outer Surface
being applied against the side of the thumb
of the wound as indicated at y and additionally
piece) the point of the needle is caused to pass interlocked
above said surface as indicated at a.
into and out of the flesh at opposite sides of the It will readily be perceived that With this naethod
wound, as indicated in Fig. 2. It will be noted 70 of suturing, the overlying threads will cooperate
that during this portion of the operation the
With the lower locked threads y to hold the jesh,
shuttle mechanism is retracted and rotated to
at Opposite Sides of the wound, in abutting con
an out-of-the-way position. Where it does not
tact
and Will hold the marginal portions thereof
obstruct the view of the Wound or interfere With
in alignment with each other.
the manipulation of the needle.

This method may be performed by use of the
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at one side of the wound and the needle-thread
instrument hereinbefore described by rotating
7 Will extend through the flesh and interiock
the instrument between Successive stitches there

With the shuttle-thread at one side of the wound
as shown in Fig. i9. It will readily be under
Stood that if greater tightening . . action is ex

by to interlock the needle and shuttle-sutures
above the Outer face of the Wound. When pro

ducing this form of suture, the instrument is
moved away from the Wound after each Stitch
has been formed, thereby to tighten the stitch.
Then, With the instrument held substantially in
the position shown in Fig. 23 and with the needle
and shuttle-sutures running directly from the

5

erted on the needle-thread than...on the shut

tle-thread, the result will be reversed, and the
needle-thread Will lie straight along the surface

of the flesh and the shuttle-thread will extend

O

last Stitch to the needle and shuttle, respectively,
as ShoWn in full lines in that figure, the user
rotates the instrument Substantially on its lon

gitudinal axis in the direction indicated by the
arrow ( to the position shown in Fig. 24. Thus
it Will be seen that the positions of the needle
and the shuttle are reversed with respect to the

last stitch formed and the two suture-threads
are thereby crossed as indicated at b in Fig. 24.
Further rotation of the instrument in the di
rection of the arrow a to effect one complete

5

20

through the flesh and interlock with the needle
thread at the opposite Side of the Wound.
Figs. 19 and 20 illustrate another form of
tying Stitch for tying-off the suturing seam to
prevent raveiling thereof. As disclosed in those
figures a, tying Stitch p is inade either through
the needle puncture of the last Suturing Stitch

or closely adjacent thereto in a manner simi
lar to the making of the last stitch and With
Out interlocking the Suture-threads above the
wound disclosed in FigS. 20 and 21. The sutures
are then severed a substantial distance from the

Wound. With this form of tying Stitch, if the
end of the needle-thread is pulled until the
thread extends Substantially Straight. Out from
the
last Suturing Stitch S of the Seam, as indi
25
cated in Fig. 20, the loop s' of the shuttle
thread will be pulled completely through the
ment between successive stitches the method of
fiesh
to the position shown in Said figure but
operating the instrument is the same as above
the end s' of the shuttle-thread Will still pro
described.
from the opposite side of the needle punc
This invention also contemplates the tying 30 ject
ture
of the tying Stitch. Further pulling on the
off of the seam, at the finishing end thereof, to needle-suture
in will not further affect the loop
prevent loosening of the stitches or ravelling of
s' as the strain is then transmitted directly
the Seam. This is effected, as shown in Figs.
to the interlocked thread-loop of the final stitch
20, 21 and 22, by turning the instrument On its
of the Sean Which cannot pull Out because
longitudiinal axis to interlock the threads above 35 SK
of
the resistance offered by the tying stitch.
the Wound, as hereinbefore described, and there

turn thereof, will cause the instrument to re
a.SSume the position shown in Fig. 23 and cause
the two suture-threads to be interlocked above
the Wound as indicated in dotted lines at c in
Fig. 23. Except for this rotation of the instru

Pulling on the shuttle-thread Will result in a
similar action only in the Opposite direction.
In Fig. 25 there is disclosed a modified and
form of surgical stitching instrument
locking the threads both above and below the 0. simplified
adapted particularly for Suturing Wounds with
Surface of the Wound and finally Severing the
the stitches and searns illustrated in Figs. 26, 27
ends 12'' and S'' of the needle and shuttle-sutures,

after making through either the needle punc
adjacent thereto, a, tying stitch p thus inter

ture of the last Stitch. SX of the Sean or closely

respectively, at a substantial distance from the
Wound. Thereafter, the pulling of either thread
end Will merely result in the pulling of the inter

locked loops beneath the surface of the wound

to the opposite sides of the needle puncture
without drawing the end of either thread through
the needle puncture. In Figs. 21 and 22 the
needle and shuttle-sutures are shown in full

lines as severed a substantially equal distance
from the tying stitch. p. Now if the end of the
needle-thread n be pulled outWardly as indicated
in dotted lines in Fig. 22 the loop S''' of shut

tle-thread will be pulled completely through the
flesh to the position shown in said Fig. 22 but
the ends' thereof will still project from the oppo
site side of the needle puncture of the tying stitch.
Further pulling on the needle-suture in will not
further affect the loops' as the strain is then
transmitted directly to the interlocked thread
loops above the wound and thence to the final
stitch s of the seam. Pulling on the shuttle

and 28. This instrument diffei'S from the One
hereinbefore described in that it is devoid of the

shuttle mechanism and therefore is not adapted
to make lock stitches. Like the instrument here
inbefore described, this device includes a handle
f, shaft 2, needle-carrying arm 3, curved eye
pointed needle i, needle-clamping jaw 5, Spool
carrying arm i i Secured to the shaft 2, Spool
50 holding casing 2 carried by the arm i, needle
suture spool (not shown) in the casing 2 and
means similar to that disclosed in Figs. i.1 and 12
for holding the Spool against rotation except
when pressure is applied to the cup-nut 8. The
55
only difference between the elements disclosed in
this figure and the corresponding elements dis

closed in figs. i to 6 and FigS. ii, 12 and 13 is
that in the nodified construction the shaft 2 does

not contain any shuttle-controiling cam-groove

60 corresponding to the groove 43.

thread will result in a similar action only in the

opposite direction as shown in dotted lines in
Fig. 22.
While it may be desirable to have the two

suture-threads locked together beneath the sur

65

-

The suturing operation illustrated in Fig. 26,
may readily be performed with the instrument
shown in Fig. 25 by grasping the instrument by
the handle, rotating it, on its longitudinal axis
in one direction thereby passing the pointed end
of the needle 4 into and out of the flesh at

the opposite sides of the wound, seizing the free

face of the Wound, as shown in FigS. 20 and 21,
of the suture-thread in, rotating the instru
this is not essential. If desired, the So-called 70 end
ment
in the opposite direction to withdraw the
“ladder' Stitch of Fig. 19 may be produced by
needle from the flesh, severing the suture-thread
pulling unevenly on the two threads when tight
between the flesh and the needle and finally ty
ening the stitch. If greater tightening action
ing together the two ends of the Suture-thread
is exerted on the shuttle-thread S that thread
will lie straight along the surface of the flesh 75 projecting from the flesh at opposite sides of

6
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the wound. This operation products an indi
5. A surgical stitching instrument comprising
vidual stitch as shown at f in Fig. 26.
a
handle, a shaft projecting axially from Said
The suturing seam shown in Fig. 27 may be handle,
an arm projecting laterally from the end
made by the instrument shown in Fig. 25 by re of Said shaft
remote fron said handle, a needle
peatedly passing the pointed end of the needle 5 clamp
at
the
free end of said arm, and a curved
through the flesh as above described, slightly eye-pointed needle
mounted in said needle
retracting the needle to cause it to throw out a clamp.
thread-loop i' grasping that loop and carrying
A Surgical Stitching instrument comprising
it forward, fully retracting the needle and again a 6.handle,
shaft projecting axially from said
passing its pointed end through the flesh atop 0 handle, an aarm
projecting laterally from the end
posite sides of the wound and through the previ
Said shaft remote from said handle, a Spool
ously formed loop l', thus forming a conven of
holder Supported by said instrument adjacent the
tional chain-Stitch Sean.
juncture
of said shaft and handle and a needle
In Fig. 28 there is disclosed a Suturing Sean
at the free end. Cf. Saidarin.
utilizing an “overedge” or 'overcast' chain 5 clamp
7. A surgical Stitching instrulinent comprising

stitch. This seam also may be made by the in
strument shown in Fig. 25 by Operating it as
described in connection with the Seam shown in

a handle, a Shaft projecting from said handle, an

arrn projecting laterally from the end of Said

Shaft renote from said handle, a curved eye
Elig. 27 except that the thread-loop. l'' is carried pointed
needle removably secured to said arm, a.
diagonally across the Wound 2D and the needle, 20 Suture Supply
Spool mounted on said instrument
in entering the flesh in making the next Suc
between said handle and needle-clamp, and man
ceeding stitch, passes into and through said loop. ually
releasable means to lock said spool against
From the foregoing it will be perceived that I ictation.
have provided a new and improved method of
8. In a hand-carried and hand-manipulated
suturing wounds and have also provided a sin 25 Surgical
stitching instrument having a handle
ple. and practical hand-carried and hand-mani and a Shaft projecting fron Said handle, the
pulated
instrument by means of which that combination with- a, curved eye-pointed needle,
method may be practiced.
carried by said shaft, of a shuttle having a rec

Having thus set forth the nature of the inven tilinear loop-taking movement relative to said:
tion, what I claim herein is:needle and lengthwise of Said shaft.
1. A surgical stitching instrument, comprising 30 9. In a hand-carried and hand-manipulated.
a handle, a shaft projecting from Said handle, surgical stitching instrument having a needle
a curved eye-pointed needle mounted on Said
supporting shaft, the corabination with a curved
shaft with the plane of the needle transverse to
eye-pointed needle carried by said shaft, of a
the longitudinal axis of the shaft, a Support car 35 straight shuttle having a rectilinear loop-taking:
ried by said instrument and projecting to One
movement relative to said needle and lengthwise
side thereof, a suture-supply. Spool mounted. On
of
said Shait and a movement sidewise of itself
said support with its axis off-set from the longi
after it has been projected well into the needle
tudinal axis of the instrument, means including
thread loop, and manually actuable means for.
interengaging elements provided by Said Support 40 giving said movements to said shuttle.
10. A hand-operated Surgical stitching instru
and said spool, respectively, for preventing rota
tion of the spool, and means for bodily shifting
ment connprising. Suture-carrying eye-pointed
said spool to disengage it from the rotation-pre
needle and complemental shuttle elements, and a
venting element provided by said Support.
shaft carrying said elements, one of said elements.
45
being fixedly and the other movably related to,
2. A surgical stitching instrument as Set forth
in claim 1 in which the support for the suture said shaft, and manually actuable means for
moving the Iinovable element relative- to said shaft:
supply spool carries an endwise shiftable Spool
supporting pin and a stationary spool-engaging and fixed element.
ii. A hand-cperated Surgical Stitching instru
stud; in which a flange of the spool is formed
with apertures... adapted to receive said stud; in 50 ment having, in combination, an eye-pointed,
which spring means acts to shift the Spool into
needle carrying a suturing thread, a needle-hold-.
engagement With said stud to lock the Spool
er, a loop-taker complemental to said needle and
against rotation; and in Which manually actu
adapted to take thread loops therefrom in the
able means is provided for shifting Said pin and
formation
of stitches, said loop-taker being mov
spool axially to disengage the spool from said 55 ably Supported by - Said needle-holder, means on:
Stud.
said needie-holdier to retain Said loop-taker in
an out-of-the-Way position removed from said,
3. A surgical stitching instrument as set forth
needle, and means to move said loop-taker from
in claim 1 in which the support for the suture
supply spool carries a stationary Spool-retaining said out-of-the-Way position into loop-takingpo
element; in which the spool is provided With a 60 sition relative to said needle.
12. A hand-operated Surgical stitching instru
portion adapted to engage said element to pre ment
comprising a thread-carrying eye-pointed;
vent rotation of the spool; in which a Spring
normally urges said spool and element into lock-. needle-eleinent, a loop-taker element comple
mental to said needle-element and adapted to
ing engagement; and in which manually actu take
thread loops therefrom in the formation of .
able means is provided for shifting said spool Stitches,
and a shaft carrying Said elements, said
axially to disengage it from said element.
4. A surgical stitching instrument comprising needle-element being fixedly related to said shaft

and said loop-taker element being movably re
a handle, a shaft projecting from and aligned lated
to said shaft, and manually actuable means,
with said handle, a curved eye-pointed needle 70 for
moving said loop-taker element.
mounted on said shaft with the plane of the
13. A hand-carried and hand-manipulated
needle transverse to the longitudinal axis of said Surgical
Stitching. instrument having, in combi
shaft and with the center of curvature of the nation, complemental
needle and shuttle ele
needle substantially coincident with the axis of inents, a-Shaft Supporting
said elements, means.
said shaft and handle.
75 to move said shuttle-element in a predetermined,
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from the longitudinal axis of said shaft and
path on said shaft to cause it to take thread
mounted to slide lengthwise of and turn about
said axis, and cam-and-follower devices on said

loops fron said needle, a bobbin carried by said

shuttie and adapted to be passed through said

thread-loops to form lock-Stitches, and a sup

shaft and Shuttle-carrier to control the rota

combination, a curved eye-pointed needle adapt
ed to carry a suture-thread, a shaft Carrying said

23. A surgical stitching instrument having a

tive position of said shuttle-carrier on said shaft
in the motion of the shuttie-carrier longitudi
nally of said shaft.

porting handle connected to said shaft.
4. A surgical Stitching instrument having, in

handle, a shaft projecting from said handle, a
needle, a handle on said shaft remote from said
needle, a shuttle-holder movable on said shaft O curved eye-pointed needle carried by said shaft
With its plane transverse to the longitudinal axis
between said handle and needle, and a Suture
of Said shaft, a shuttle, a shuttle-holder offset
carrying shuttle in said shuttle-holder.
from the longitudinal axis of said shaft and
15. A surgical stitching instrument comprising
mounted to slide lengthwise of and turn about
a handle, a shaft projecting from said handle, a
curved eye-pointed needle mounted at the free 5 said axis, cam-and-follower devices on said
shaft, and Shuttle-holder to control the rotative
end of said shaft With the plane of the needle
position of said shuttle-holder on said shaft in
transverse to the longitudinal axis of Said shaft,
the motion of the shuttle-holder longitudinally
a shuttle, and a shuttle-holder slidable on and
of said shaft, and manually releasable means to
lengthwise of said shaft.
16. A surgical stitching instrument comprising 20 lock said shuttle-holder to said shaft in a re
tracted position.
a handle, a shaft projecting from Said handle, a
24. In a hand-carried and hand-manipulated
curved eye-pointed needle mounted at the free
surgical stitching instrument, the combination
end of said shaft With the plane of the needle
With a curved eye-pointed needle and a handle
transverse to the longitudinal axis of said Shaft,
a shuttle, and a shuttle-holder rotatable on and 25 on Which said aeedle is mounted With the plane
of the needle transverse to the longitudinal axis
slidable lengthwise of Said shaft.
of said handle, of a straight shuttle, and manu
17. A surgical stitching instrument comprising
ally operated means to project said shuttle
a handle, a shaft projecting from Said handle, a
curved eye-pointed needle mounted at the free lengthWise of itself and said handle and trans
versely of the plane of the needle into a suture
end of Said shaft, with the plane Of the needle
transverse to the longitudinal axis of Said shaft, 30 loop presented at the concave side of said needle.
25. A surgical Stitching instrument having, in
a sleeve slidable on said shaft, a shuttle, and a
combination, a curved needle formed with a
shuttle-holder laterally offset from and fixed to
Sulture-carrying eye adjacent the point thereof,
said sleeve.
23. A surgical stitching instrument comprising 35 a shaft carrying said needle and having its lon

gitudinal axis substantially normal to the plane

a handle, a shaft projecting from Said handle, a
curved eye-pointed needle mounted at the free
end of said shaft with the plane of the needle
transverse to the longitudinal axis of Said shaft,
a sleeve slidable on said shaft, a shut

tle, a shuttle-holder laterally offset from and
fixed to said sleeve, a suture bobbin in Said shut
tle, and manually releasable means on said shut

40

tie-holder to lock said bobbin against rotation in
said shuttle.

19. A surgical stitching instrument having, in
combination, a curved thread-carrying needle, a
shaft carrying said needle, a handle for Said shaft, a thread-carrying shuttle movable relative
to said shaft, and manually releasable devices to
lock the needle and shuttle suture-threads
against endwise movement relative to Said in

4.5

of said needle, a Suture-carrying shuttle, a shut
tle-holder slidable lengthwise of and turnable
about the axis of said shaft, and Ileans to first
turn said shuttle-holder about the shaft axis
from an out-of-the-Way position into loop-tak
ing position and thereafter to slide the shuttle
holder lengthWise of the shaft axis to project the

shuttle into a suture-loop presented by Said
needle.
26. A hand-carried and hand-nanipulated sur
gical stitching instrument having, in combination,
a curved eye-pointed needle, a shuttle, a shuttle

holder, means including a shaft to Support said
shuttle-holder in an out-of-the-Way position
relative to said needle, and means including an
element slidable and rotatable on Said shaft to

strument.

shift said shuttle-holder first in one direction in

carrying said needle, a handle for Said shaft, a
needle-suture-supply spool, a holder therefor, a
shuttle movable relative to said shaft, a Suture
carrying bobbin held by said shuttle, and manu

project the shuttle into a thread-loop presented
by said needle.
27. A surgical stitching instrument compris

to position for cooperation of said shuttle with

20. A surgical stitching instrument having, in
combination, a curved eye-pointed needle, a shaft

ally releasable means to lock said Spool and bob
bin against rotation in their respective holders.
21. In a surgical stitching instrument, a shut
tle comprising a hollow cylindrical body having a
loop-taking point at one end and an opening at
its opposite end, a suture bobbin in said shuttle,

said needle and then in a different direction to

ing a handle, a shaft projecting from Said han
60

dile, a curved eye-pointed needle mounted on
said shaft with the plane of the needle normal
to the longitudinal axis of said shaft, a shuttle
holder movable lengthwise of said shaft, a shut
tle carried by said shuttle-holder and cooperat

ing with said needle in the formation of stitches
a shuttle-carrier, and manually releasable means 65 and a thumb-piece projecting from said shuttle
on said shuttle-carrier extending through the holder radially of the axis of said handle and
open end of said shuttle into locking engagement cooperating with the handle to facilitate man
with said suture bobbin to prevent rotation of
ual rotation of said instrument substantially on
said bobbin within said shuttle at all times except
its longitudinal axis, and to actuate said shuttle
70 holder.
when released by the operator.
22. A surgical stitching instrument having a
28. A surgical stitching instrument having, in
handle, a shaft projecting from Said handle, a
combination,
curved needle formed with a
curved eye-pointed needle carried by Said shaft suture-carryinga eye
the point thereof,
with its plane transverse to the longitudinal axis a shaft carrying saidadjacent
needle
and
having its lon
75
of said shaft, a shuttle, a shuttle-carrier offset

S
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gitudinal axis substantially normal to the plane bobbin, the forward end of said plunger being
of said needle, a handle on said shaft, a suture
adapted to engage the aperture in Said bobbin to
prevent rotation thereof, and manually actuable
means to Withdraw the forward end of Said
plunger from the aperture in the bobbin to per

carrying shuttle, a shuttle - holder slidable
lengthwise of and turnable about the axis of

said shaft, a continuous shuttle-holder-direct
ing cam-groove formed in the periphery of said
shaft, and a Stud on said shuttle-holder engage
ing Said cam-groove, said cam-groove having a
first portiori extending. Circliniferentially tilei'eabout, a second portion extending lengthwise of
the shaft, a third portion extending. Substantial
ly helically around the Shaft, said second and
third portions extending for Wardly away fron1

5

rait rotation of the bobbin in the shuttle.

33. In a Surgical Stitching instrument, a Shut
tle comprising a hollow cylindrical body having
O

at its opposite end, a suture boobiing in Said
shuttle and having a transverse slot in one end

thereof, a sinuttle-holder, a non - rotatable
Spring-pi"essed plunger carried by Said shuttle
holder with its axis substantially in line with

said handle and serving to direct the shuttle
holder in its forward movement, a fouith poi'-

the axis of Said bobbin, the for Ward end of Said
plunger being flattened and adapted to fit into
the slot in said bobbin to prevent rotation there

tion extending lengthwise of the shaft, a fifth.
portion extending helically around the shaft in
a direction opposite to the first named helical
portion and a sixth portion extending length

of, and a manually actuable lever fulcrumed on
said shuttle-holder and engaging said plunger.

Wise of the shaft and connecting With said first.
portion, said fourth, fifth and sixth portions of
the cam-groove serving to direct said shuttle
holder in its retracting movement.

to withdraw the forward end of the plunger
from the slot in the bobbin to permit, rotation
of the bobbin.
34. A Surgical Stitching instrument having, in

29. A surgical stitching instrument having, ii.

combination, a shaft, a curved eye-pointed nee
dle mounted thereon, a shuttle, a shuttle-hold
er slidingly mounted On Said shaft, neans to
support said shuttle-holder in an Out-of-the
way position relative to said needle, ineans to

a loop-taking point at one end and an opening

combination, a curved eye-pointed needle, a

25 shaft carrying Said needle, a handle for said

Shaft, a Shiftable needle-suture-supply spool, a

shift said shuttle-holder on Said shaft first in 30

holder therefor comprising a fixed casing, inter
engaging means provided by said spool and cas
ing to prevent rotation of said spool in said cas
ing, and manually operable means for bodily

one direction into position for cooperation with
said needle, then in a different direction to pro
ject the shuttle through a thread-loop present
ed by said needle and finally to retract it to said
out-of-the-Way position, and a manually coin

shifting said Spool thereby to render said inter
engaging means ineffective to holid said spool
against rotation.

out-of-the-Way position.
30. A Surgical stitching instrument connpris
ing a handle, a shaft projecting froii), said al
die, a curved eye-pointed needle mounted at the 40
free end of said shaft. With the plane of the lee

shaft carrying Said needle, a handle for said
shaft, a needle-suture-supply Spool, a holder

trolled detent to lock said shuttle-holder in said 35

dle transverse to the longitudiaal axis of Said
shaft, a sleeve Slidable on said shaft, an 8.irril
projecting radially frona said sleeve, a shuttle

holder carried by said arm, and having a
located in said trough-like portion and having
its pointed end projecting froin the oper: eind
thereof, and a shuttle retainer secured to said
shuttle-holder and overlying Said tirough-like
portion to maintain said shuttle therein.
trough-like shuttle receiving portion, a shuttle

31. A Surgical Stitching instrunaeni, coiii) is
ing a handle, a shaft projecting from said han

35. A Surgical stitching instrument having, in
combination, a curved eye-pointed needle, a

therefor comprising a cup-like casing secured to
Said shaft and adapted to receive said spool, a
spring-pressed plunger mounted coaxially in

Said casing 2nd exteriding through said spool, a
nut threaded on said plunger to retain said

spool thereon, interengaging elements on said
spool and casing adapted to prevent rotation of

45 the Spool in the casing, an abutinent carried by

50

said plunger adapted to engage said bobbin, and
manually actuable means to shift said plunger
and the abutment carried thereby axially there
by to disconnect Said interengaging means
thereby to permit rotation of said spool.
36. A Surgical stitching instrument compris

ing a handle, a shaft projecting from said han
die,
an arm projecting laterally froin the end of
dle, a curved eye-pointed needle mounted at
Said
remote fron said handle, the for
the free end of said shaft. With the plane of the 55 ward shaft
free end of said arm being formed with a
needle transverse to the longitudinal axis cf Said
needle-receiving slot, a needle-clamping jaw
shaft, a sleeve slidable on Said shaft, an arrin
slidingly
mounted on the free end of said arm
projecting radially from said sleeve, a sluttle
and having a jaW portion cooperating with the
holder carried by said arm, and having a

of said slot to clamp the shank of a needle
trough-like shuttle receiving portion, a shuttle 60 walls
therebetween, a threaded pin connected to said
located in said trough-like portion and having
jaW and extending through an aperture formed
its pointed end projecting from the open end
lengthwise of Seid aim, and a manually rotat
thereof, a shuttle-retaining eierient, pivatally
able nut, located in a transverse opening in said
mounted on said shuttle-holder and SWingabie
an and Spaced from the end thereof, tini'eaded
into position to maintain said shuttle in its on
said pin for shifting said clanping jaw to ef
holder, and means to secure said clerinent, in
fect camping and unclamping of said needle.
shuttle-holding position.

32. In a surgical stitching instrument, a shut

37. A surgical stitching instrument compris

ing a handle, a shaft projecting from said han
tle comprising a hollow cylindrical body having
a loop-taking point at one end and an c. g 70 dle, a curved thread-carrying eye-pointed nee
dle mounted on said shaft with the plane of the
at its opposite end, a Sutilire bobbin in said shut
needle transverse to the longitudinal axis of
tle and having an aperture in one end thereof,
the shaft and With the center of curvature of the
a shuttle-holder, a non-rotatable spring-C3: CSS ed
needle
substantially coincident with the axis of
plunger carried by said shuttle-holder with its the shaft,
a shuttle, and a shuttle-holder sup
axis substantially in line with the axis of said 75: ported on and
slidable lengthwise of the shaft to
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project said shuttle through a loop of thread said shaft remote from said handle, a curved
carried by Said needle and rotatable about, the
axis of said shaft to move said shuttle to an out

of-the-Way position removed from said needle,
said shuttle being arranged to rotate in an arc
the radius of which is less than the radius of
curvature of Said needle.

eye-pointed needle mounted on said arrin With
the plane of the needle transverse to the axis
of said shaft, a second arm carried by said in
strument and projecting radially therefician,
and a suture Supply Spool Inounted C. Said Sec

Ond arm with its axis off-set from the longitudi
38. A surgical stitching instrument compris
nal
axis of the instrument.
ing a handle, a shaft projecting from said han
JOHN D. KARE.
dle, an arm projecting laterally from the end of 0.

